[Kingella kingae: a rare cause of meningitis].
Kingella kingae is the second most frequent germ involved in arthritis affecting young children. This germ isolation on ordinary environment is difficult, which may explain why it is seldom known. It is now widely accepted that a direct inoculate of articular and osseous samples on liquid substrate improves the culture sensitivity. Other septic localizations have been described such as endocarditis or, less commonly, meningitis. We report the observation of a five-year-old child, treated for meningitis, with CSF culture showing evidence of scarce colonies of Kingella kingae. By analogy with arthritis, Kingella kingae may regularly be undetected, not being isolated, in some cases of non-documented meningitis with a cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) cytology recalling a bacterial origin. It would be of interest to verify if the seeding of CSF in liquid substrate would increase the sensitiveness of the cultures.